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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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banderilla
Scribble, snooze, stick.  Diminutive of flag .  Small flag.  Dart, long, pointed dart.  Pulla , satire, skewer , tapa , skewer . 
It is also a type of short, pointed spear that is used in bullfighting to attack a fighting bull.  Stylus. 

bandiar
bandiar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Banding" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia Bandiar or better
banded is to go by the sides, by the bands.  It means coping as possible, accommodate the circumstances, adapt.

bandido
In Colombia fugitive, a criminal who is part of a gang and who commits many crimes.  Outlaw, criminal, evildoer, robber,
bandit, facineroso, criminal.  thief. 

bandir
It means to proclaim, to condemn, to publish.   A solemn mandate or edict that is announced or published by superior
order.  Issuing a charge against an absentee offender, usually with a death sentence. 

bando
It can mean set, team, party, faction, partiality, or flock.  Group of players facing another .  It can also mean order,
mandate, decree, solemn act or edict issued by someone in authority.  A ribbon that is placed crossed on the chest of a
ruler, a regent or a queen as a sign of authority and respect. 

bandolero
A person who is part of a criminal gang, or a political side or party.  In Colombia, a group of people who consider
themselves despicable and vulgar.  It means crowd, crowd, mob, plebs, mass, vulgo, horde.  It was also the name that
was given long ago to a type of guerrillas or bandits in Colombia.  It also means gang member, criminal, criminal, bandit.

bandujo
In Spain it is a large casing stuffed with minced meat.  It can be pork, beef or ram.  Name of an Asturian town in Proaza .
 It is also called a bandullo.  It is similar to what in Colombia we call reserved. 

bandusia
Bandusia is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Bandusia; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It was
the name of a font that Horacio composed poems.  Carminum III, 13 ( To the source of Bandusia ).  It was at the
entrance to Rome.

banfileños
Inhabitants of those born in Banfield, argentina town of Gran Buenos Aires.  Station railway of the Lomas de Zamora in
Buenos Aires Argentina.

bangue
It is another of the common names given to the marijuana plant.  It belongs to the Cannabaceae family, its scientific
name is Cannabis sativa.  It is also called hemp, bareta, enea, grifa, rondillo. 



baniano
It is one of the common names receiving the Bengal fig, which is a tree that can grow a lot.  Its scientific name is Ficus
benghalensis, belongs to the genus Ficus and the Moraceae family.  It has roots fúlcreas.  It is also called higuerote,
rubber the India or matapalo.  It can be used indoors and as an ornamental plant.

banida
The name of an unincorporated community in Frankin County, State of Idaho, united States.  Prisoner or prisoner
sentenced for rebellion or for committing a crime.  Bandit, evildoer, outlaw, 

baniwái
It's the same as Babiwi.  It is the combination of two fruits: banana and kiwi, experimentally growing a kiwi inside a
banana.  It can also be an ethnic group that lives on the borders of Colombia, Brazil and Venezuela on the banks of the
Isana River.  They are also called Baniva or Baniwa. 

banjo
Banyo is also used.  It is a musical instrument of several strings and that on its body has a rounded or annular part of
wood, in which a patch of plastic or well tempered skin is placed as a cover.   It's a very soundy instrument.  It is widely
used in country music.  The name of a marine fish, which is found in the Pacific Ocean and its scientific name is Banjos
banjos.  It belongs to the family Banjosidae.  Name of a video game character. 

banoho
It is the name of an African language, also known as Bantú Congolese, Munoho or Noho.  It is one of the many variants
of the Ndoweo.  Spoken in The Kribi Region of Cameroon.

banosa
It is the name of a city in the India.  It is in the in the Amravati district, in the State of Maharashtra.  His full name is
Daryapur Banosa.  It is on the banks of the Purna River or river Chandrabhaga.

banqueño
It means that it is from El Banco.  Relating to The Bank.  El Banco is a town and municipality in the Magdalena
Department, Colombia. 

banqueta
In Colombia it is diminutive and derogatory of banca or banco.  It is a type of seating furniture, usually elongated, to be
used by several people.  It lacks a handrest and backrest.  It's almost always a board with bases on the ends.  It is also
usually a flat and elongated terrain, on the banks of rivers and formed by the accumulation of sediments.  It is a very
fertile ground to cultivate. 

banquetazo
In Colombia very abundant food.  Banquet augmentative.  Blow given with a stool. 

banquetear
You mean perform, run or frequently promote banquets.   Attend banquets.  In agriculture it is to build benches,
sidewalks or terraces on a slope to cultivate.  Do banks or terraces, flat strips to cultivate or protect the soil from erosion.
 Cultivating in spaces flattened according to the contour lines.



banquina
Margin of the sides or edges of a road or carriageway.  Berm, banking. 

bantengs
It is a similar to the gaur or seladang wild cattle.  Lives in Southeast Asia and its scientific name is Bos javanicus.

bantú
It is the generic name of individuals belonging to some 400 African ethnicians, who live from Cameroon to Somalia.  
Person belonging to the Melano African Peoples.  It is also the name of the languages or languages they speak.  They
have no racial or cultural uniformity. 

banyo
It is an instrument of the group cordphones or that is of strings that are sounded when pressed, It has in the soundboard
a leather surface, its shape is circular and has several strings.  It is also called banjo.

bañarse
Wash with soap and water.   Figuratively covered with something or filled with something.

baño
Dependence on the home intended for physiological needs such as urinating and defecating.  In Colombia it is
synonymous with bathroom, toilet, water, latrine, toilet, toilet, service, sink, toilet.  It is also an inflection of bathing or
bathing which means gessing, showering, jugging.  wash the body with soap and water.  

bao
It means beam, support.  It is a large piece of wood that is part of the structure of a ship. 

baptismal
It means relative to baptism.  Baptismal.  Pile where baptisms are performed. 

baptismales
Plural of baptismal .  Relating to baptism.  baptismal. 

baptisterio
Baptismal font, baptisms.  Area Church where baptisms are performed.

baque
It means push, squeeze.  empellón.  It could also be considered synonymous with stimulus, impulse. 

baquelita
It is the name of a very common synthetic substance for industrial use.  It was the first synthetic substance to be
manufactured.  It is also known as Colo bakelite or Baekelita.  It is a thermostable synthetic polymer.  It is used a lot to
make many rigid elements such as casings, lids, or handles.  He's not an electric conductor.  Pasta, hard plastic.



baquelitas
Machines is the plural of bakelite.  You can also say Baequelita.  It was the first synthetic plastic obtained artificially. 
The Belgian Leo Baekeland was made in 1907.

baqueta
The stick is a long stick or stick with which the drum is played.  Ramrod is also a metal rod used to clean the inside of
the barrel of a firearm.

baquetearse
Acquire the experience, skills and abilities.  It means getting used to avezar is, foguear is, harden, encallecer is, Tan,
Brown, toast, gating is, prepare.

baquetén
It is a soup or stew beef with grains or vegetables.  It is typical of the States of Sonora and Sinaloa in Mexico.  It can be
with a tail of beef and chickpeas.  It is ceremonial.

baquiano
In Colombia means expert, knowledgeable, expert, guide.  Person who serves as a guide in the field.  Explorer.

baquiné
Funeral ceremony for children.  Quiniban.  Wake's child.

baquini
It is the same as baquine, quiniban or Finial.  It is a funeral ceremony for infants under 7 years performed in several
Caribbean countries (Puerto Rico, Haiti, Dominican Republic).

baquiña
It is one of the common names of poisonous plants.  They are also called pariparoba.  They belong to the Family
Poperaceae (the same as pepper.  There are mainly two very well known: open bath (Piper umbelllatum) and closed
bath (Piper pendulatum).  They have medicinal uses as a diuretic or emmenagogue. 

baquiñas
Plural of baquiña .  It is the name of aromatic plants with diuretic properties.  They are native to Malaysia.  Its scientific
name is Piper umbellatum and belongs to the family Piperaceae.

baquía
It means ability to orient yourself and know a territory.  Skill, skill, knowledge.  prowess or connoisseur.

bar
In Colombia is a place where alcoholic beverages are sold.  Bar, tavern.  It is also a measure of pressure equivalent to
approximately one atmosphere of pressure (one atmosphere are 1, 013 mbar).  Are 1000 millibars or 1 million bars.

baradilla
baradilla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Balustrade." being its meaning:<br>I think that they sought to



tell handrail, which is diminutive of rail. It refers to a handrail. Also refers to the protections placed on the balconies,
stairs, windows, or on the sides of the bridges.

baraguatherium
It means beast of Baragua.  Baragua is a city in the state of Lara in Venezuela.  It was a type of extinct mammal that
belonged to the family Mylodontidae.  It was very similar to a giant sloth.

baraja
Card game.  A group of items or objects from which you can choose or select one.  Shuffle inflection which means to
choose, select, choose. 

barajadas
In Colombia is synonymous with complicated, tangled, matted, deceived, market.?, mess, unclear.

barajuste
In the llanos Orientales de Colombia means runaway cattle, stampeding.  Flight of frightened livestock.

baraka
Name of a movie or documentary about the evolution of the Earth and mankind, directed by Ron Fricke.  Form of
blessing in Islam.  It is a woman (in the Bible, spouse of Yared) name.  It is also a surname (Amiri Baraka was writer and
music, African-American critic of United States).  There is also the surname Varacka.

baral
It means concerning the Bara, Barasanos or Waimaja, which is a Colombian étnia located in the Department of Vaupés. 
Its territory is bathed by the rivers Colorado, Yapú, Inmbú, Macucú and Tiquié.  A part of this town is based in the
western part of the State of Amazonas of Brazil.  Within their culture they practice exogamy.  The word baral also means
concerning the load or weight of goods.  In some recent publications the term baral, is used to refer to the world of
anime and illustrated publications on this same subject.  The word in this case has Japanese origin ( Japanese? )  and
is called wasei-eigo) or Men's Love.

barallete
It is the name of a jargon used by itinerant musicians.  Ourense (Nogueira de Ramuín) knife sharpeners and umbrella
stands.  This gibberish is a mixture of Galician, Basque, German, and other languages.

baranda
It is a construction that borders the balconies to avoid dropping people vacuum.   Colombia also we say them hemmed,
Banister, balustrade, railing, balustrade, parapet railings.

barangay
In the Philippines it is a type of Municipal Administrative Division that is equivalent to Barrio.  Type of small Filipino boat
made with wooden planks. 

barangayán
Large, fast and shallow draft boat used in the Philippines.  It is made of overlapping planks and the rudder is a kind of
sword. 



barano
It is the name of a municipality of Italy on the island of Ischia, near Naples.  It is also called Barano d'Ischia.  Varano,
with v , is an Italian noble surname and is also a lizard class.  They are of the genus Varanus and the family varanidae.

baranoero
It means native or born in Baranoa.  Resident or related to Baranoa.  Baranoa is the name of a municipality in the
Atlantic Department.

barasana
Name of a Colombian indigenous people also known as Barasano del Sur or Paneroa.  They inhabit the basin of the
Piraparaná River, in the Department of Vaupés.  Name of the language these indigenous people speak, also known as
Barasana-Eduria, of the Tucanoa or Tucano family. 

barata
In Colombia means low-cost, economical, ganga, devalued, favorable, salting, modicum, balance, reduction.

baratija
In Colombia are things of little value, products of poor quality or ordinary.  Fruslerías, jewellery, trinkets, imitations.

baratijas
Plural of Trinket.  In Colombia are things of little value, products of poor quality or ordinary.  Fruslerías, jewellery,
trinkets, imitations.

baratillo
In Colombia it is a commercial establishment where they sell many products at a low price.  Establishment where there
are bargains, promotions or sales. 

baratísimo
Superlative cheap.  Very cheap, extremely cheap.  Very low price. 

barbaján
It means crude, crude, greasy, brute, brutal, sapphire, rustic, ordinary. 

barbar
It is the action or effect of let grow beard.  Fail to take beard, shave a man.

barbarismo
No deformed and misused words, it usually comes from a foreign language.  They are considered outrages to our
language.  Incorrectness in the use of a word, mispronounced or misspelled. 

barbas de indio
It is a kind of very low quality grass.  Its scientific name is Chloris virgata and belongs to the family Poaceae.  Also
reportedly beards of Indian in Colombia to a worm or larva of very stinging bristles.  It is emerald green.   Its scientific
name is Megalopyge orsilochus and belongs to the family of nocturnal Lepidoptera Megalopygidae.  Their sting is quite



dangerous.

barbasco
Prohibited fishing system, which applies a plant crushed in water currents, which drugs and kills fish.  The plant also
receives the name of barbasco, but it also receives the names of Kube, cubé, haiari, conapi, pacal, kumu.  Belongs to
the Fabaceae family and its scientific name is Lonchocarpus urucu or Lonchocarpus utilis (are two different species but
very similar properties), are piscicides (kill fish).  They contain two lethal substances to the aquatic environment the
rotenone and the deguelina.  The study of these substances helped discover sterols similar to progesterone and the
bases of the contraceptive pill.

barbecho
In Colombia it has two meanings.  Land that clears weeds and stubble and then dedicates it to crops.  It is also the land
that is left uncultivated for a while, to facilitate natural regeneration and then dedicate it again to cultivation.  Planting
ground during rest ingende.

barbecue
It is an English language word meaning barbecue, grill.

barbel
It can mean Barbel (a kind of fish) or chin.

barbera
In Colombia we say barbera to a razor sharp used to shave.  A woman who works in a barbershop.  Hairdresser.  The
name of one of the grape varieties is most planted Italians currently.  Part of a helmet or a helmet that covers the Chin or
jaw.  It is also a North American surname.  Joseph Ronald Barbera is co-author with William Hanna of the flintstones,
the Jetsons, and Tom and Jerry, among other cartoons.

barbero
In Colombia we call barber to the person who has for the job hairdresser (fix hair) and fix the beard to men.  Man who
shaves and grooms the beard or hair.  He is also often called a hairdresser, stylist.  Man who works in a barbershop.

barbián
It means reckless, daring, fearless, daring.  Casual. 

barbichona
Beautiful woman, but past kilos.  It is a pejorative term for chubby women, as it is way of combining the words Barby and
Lechona. 

barbijo
Cloth patch covering mouth and nose.  Barboquejo, mouthpieces.  Asepsis implement used to prevent airway contagion.

barbilla
Beard diminutive.  Chin or beards of some siluric fish.  Beard that only is held on the chin.  In Colombia it is the name of
a very voracious riverfish.  It is diminutive and feminine barbo.  Bearded.



barbiquejo
It is a ribbon, rope or strap that is passed by the chin to secure a hat or a helmet.  Chinstrap, Chinstrap.

barbirrubia
It has reddish-brown beard.  Red Beard.  It is another name that has the fish sea bream, snapper, Rubiel, Mazote,
Boquinegro or seabream.  Its scientific name is Pagrus pagrus and belongs to the family Sparidae.  It is a fish of the
Atlantic of high commercial value.

barbo
It is one of the common names for a common fish of Europe's rivers.  Its scientific name is Barb barbus and is in the
family Cyprinidae.  It is an omnivorous fish.

barboquejo
In the Eastern plains of Colombia is the ribbon, rope or cord that secures a hat.  It goes under the chin.

barbourofelis
It means fake saber-toothed felines.  It is the genus of an extinct feline that lived in the Miocene.

barbularia
The correct term is Barbularia ( is the name of a genus of animals and always goes with capital letter ).   It is a genus of
annelid 40 animals; worms or worms ) almost all marine, which belong to the Aphroditidae family.  They are
characterized by having many labels, Parapodia or bristles which allow them to move.  They are mostly carnivorous and
live in the bottom of the sea.  Barbularia in latin means with bristles, beards, filaments and barbules.

barbuquejo
Chinstrap is also used.  Cloth patch covering mouth and nose.  Chinstrap, masks.  Asepsis implement that is used to
avoid contagion by respiratory tract. It is also called the ribbon that holds the hat to the chin. 

barca de mesana
It is a very typical boat of Catalonia, type sailboat and 3 sticks.  It is also called "llagut".

barcal
It is a round and small trough, which is given various uses.  Bowl, batea, dornillo, dornajo. 

barcarola
It is a popular Italian musical genre.  Music and songs performed by the gondoliers of Venice.  Sailor song that mimics
the sound of oars in the water.  In his piano performances he requires a lot of dexterity in his left hand.

barcelona
It is the name of several cities in the world and several football teams.  The most representative of the cities is the
Capital of Catalonia and like its football team.  There is also a city and football team in Ecuador.  There are theories that
Barcelona was named in honor of Almíkar Barca or Aníbal Barca, Carthaginian soldiers.  It is also presumed to mean
"ninth boat", with the legend of Hercules and the Argonauts.  It is also the name of an asteroid (945). 



barcelonismo
Culture or Doctrine relating to Barcelona .  Barcelonista.  Movement or philosophy of those who follow the Barcelona
club.  Feelings that unscreo the followers of Barcelona. 

barcelonista
Barcelona, it may well be the city or the football team.  Fans of Barcelona FC.  I blamed. 

barchata
Barchata is one of the common names of the Hawthorn, also called Lotebush.  Its scientific name is Ziziphus obtusifolia
and is of the Rhamnaceae family, is located in desert areas of Alta and Baja California.

barcina
Feminine of barcino.  It is the surname of a political woman of Navarra in Spain.  His full name is Yolanda Barcina angle.
 It belongs to the Union del Pueblo Navarro party and is Mayor of Pamplona. NET, mesh, bag, bag or sack to collect
straw.  Herpil.  Barcina, or Barcina de los Montes is a town in the province of Burgos, in the municipality of Oña.  In
colors of cows, horses and dogs mean mottled white and Brown (or red).

barco
It means large boat, vessel or vessel that has a hull.  Water ship of great draft.  Large ship.  It is also a surname of
Spanish origin (Castilian).  Surname of a former president of Colombia whose full name was Virgilio Barco Vargas. 
Name of an oil concession in Colombia.  Name of two localities in Portugal (Covilha and Guimaraes) . 

barcucho
It is a derogatory derivative of ship. 

barda
Leather or metal shell or protector that protects riding.  Fenced or fenced with interlocking and thorny branches.  It is
also the name given to a ceiling made with wooden tablets.  Roof of a hut. 

bardado
It means delimited, demarcated, bounded, usually by a fence, a fence or a wall.  That has borders, boundaries or
borders. 

bardal
It means fence, fence, hedge, limit, fence, barrier.

bardana
It is one of the common names of a plant's edible seeds in Mexico.  Also referred to as achera achuru, burdock,
papantla, canacoro, maraca, achira, achuy, capacho, biri, cucuyus, juquian, chisgua, risgua.  Its scientific name is
Canna indica and belongs to the family Cannaceae.  Name of a flour that is extracted from the same seed.

bardar
It means placing the breastplate or protector of leather or metal to the horses.  Make a fencing or fencing with
intertwined branches and hawthorns.  Make a ceiling with wooden planks.  Make the roof of a chozón . 



bardas
Plural bard.  It means armor or protector of leather or metal that protects the rides.  Fenced or fenced with interlocking
and thorny branches.  It is also the name given to a ceiling made with wooden tablets.  Roof of a hut. 

bardeado
It is the name of a culinary technique consisting of wrapping meats or vegetables with strips of a fatty element such as
ham, bacon or bacon.   Inflection of bardar that means to delimit, to enclose, to fence. 

bardeo
It is an inflection of barding.  It means offending, insulting, physically or verbally assaulting someone. 

bardiche
It is a weapon used in Japanese martial arts of origin, basically shaped like elongated axe and is a stick or pole with a
steel blade and sharp on one end.

bardilla
It's a bard diminutive,.  It can be considered as a pillow or cushion made of straw, to protect the animals in the mangers. 
It can also be an iron armor that protects a horse. 

baremación
It is the action or effect of making or performing an index or listing (scale).   Table, table, ladder, computation.  Scale is a
box or gradual or categorized table.

bareta
Bareta or Bareto, in Colombia it is the same thing in Spain called Porro.  In Colombia we also saying Cacho, almost we
don't say porro, Porro here is a musical rhythm and dance.  They are obviously a marijuana cigarette.

bareto
In the language of marijuana users means joint, puppy or marijuana cigarette.  It can also mean bar, restaurant,
canteen, bar, tavern, garito, most used when they are low quality establishments or category.  Name of a Peruvian
musical group, which performs alternative tropical music. 

bari
Name of a Colombo-Venezuelan indigenous people, which is based in the perijá mountain ( Motilón-Bari ).  Name of the
language that this town speaks and that is of the Chibcha family.  Name of an Italian city in the Puglia Region.  Name of
an ancient Egyptian ship of very large dimensions. 

barichara
It means resting place, in Guane language.  It is the name of a Colombian municipality, in the Province of Guanentá,
Department of Santander.  It is considered by many to be "the cutest people in Colombia".  In this town was born a
president of Colombia whose name was José Bonifacio Aquileo Elías Parra Gómez (Aquileo Parra).

bariloche
It's a Mapuche word of origin, it means "people from behind the mountain."  It is the name of a City and a Department in
Argentina.  The city of Bariloche is officially named San Carlos de Bariloche and is a tourist city of Patagonia Argentina.



barinas
Barinas is incorrectly written and should be written as 40 Barinas; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is 40 Barinas; own name ).  It is a surname of Spanish origin, which abounds in Dominican Republic and exists in
Colombia and Venezuela.

barión
In physics it is the name of a subatomic particle.  It consists of 3 quarks

barista
Person who is dedicated to attending a bar or who owns a bar.  Trader who is engaged in the business of bars. 

barítono
A singer who can modify or alter his tone of voice.  A singer who can imitate a woman's voice. 

barja
In northern Spain it means basket, basket, door, especially if it is wicker.  It is also a surname of Andalusian origin
(Spanish).  Last name of a Spanish footballer.  who currently plays for Deportivo Osasuna.  Its full name is Enrique Barja
Afonso and is known as Kike Barja . 

barnabitas
The Barnabites are one of the religious orders of older clerics in the history of the Church: founded in 1530, by San
Antonio Maria Zaccaria ( Physician and priest ). They are known as the clerics regular of St. Paul ( CRSP )

barnacla
It is one of the common names of a marine anseriform bird.  Goose.  Baby goose .  It belongs to the family Anatidae. 

barnacle
It is the English name of a marine crustacean known as barnacle, goose.  rosehips.  Its scientific name is Pollicipes
pollicipes and belong to the family Scalpellidae.  It also means clumsy, lerdo, gross and ignorant.

barnardiana
It means relative to Barnard or dedicated to Barnard.  It is the name of an asteroid and was discovered more than a
century ago.

barnizar
In Colombia it means putting varnish or lacquer, covering a surface with lacquer or varnish.  In Colombia also mean
painting (of applying paint with a brush).

barnumbir
Also called Barnumbirres.  It is the name of a goddess of Yolngu culture in Australia.  It represents Venus and
announces the light of day.  Aurora, sunrise.

barnumbirres
Also called Barnumbir.  It is the name of a goddess of Yolngu culture in Australia.  It represents Venus and announces



the light of day.  Aurora, sunrise.

barquinazos
Plural of barquinazo .  It means jumps, slums, jumps, vibrations.  It usually refers to the sudden movements and
startlings of a carriage.

barquín
It is a bellows used to stoke the fire, especially in las herrerías.  It is also a Spanish surname of Hebrew origin.  It is also
used as surname Barkin.

barra
Bar in Colombia is a metal tool used to break hard floors or cement.  Porra, Peña, gang, group of people cheering an
event or a sports team.  Counter of a bar or tavern.  Lever, baluster, tranca, axis, iron.

barra diagonal
It is the same slash or oblique bar.  It can be used to separate or to indicate a fraction in mathematics.  In Colombia we
call it script.

barrabasada
It can mean stupidity, diablura, trastada.  Action run over or very serious mischief and consequences, nonsense. 
Something stupid or incoherent that is pronounced. 

barraco
El Barraco is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Ávila.  Barraco or boar, is a way of calling the pork,
pork or pork.

barrado
It means that it is presented with design of bars, stripes, strips or lists.  Stripe, striped , striped . 

barragán
Barragan is incorrectly written and it should be written as Barragán ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Barragan ( 41 own name;.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin and is the name of a town in the
Department of Quindío.

barrajar
It means lying, overthrow, should fall to the force.  Taclear, taklear, sweep.

barranca
Means cliff, Cliff, Cliff, Cliff, Gorge, voladero.  In Colombia is a colloquial way call at Barrancabermeja oil port on the
Magdalena river and city of the Department of Santander.  Capital oil company of Colombia.

barranco
In Colombia means depth, Cliff, Cliff, abyss, Gorge, Cliff, throat, angostura, canada, Gorge, Canyon, farallon.  Also a
promontory of land.



barrancón
Increasing ravine.  It means cliff, abyss, gorge, gorge, gorge, rock.

barrani
Among the Sephardic Turks, it means black.

barranqueños
Plural of barrancos.  More appropriate adjective for those born, resident or related to Barrancabermeja a Colombian
town in the Department of Santander.  It is also called barramejos, bermejunos.

barranquero
A native of the Colombian municipality of Barrancas in the department of La Guajira.  It is also one of the common
names of a bird.  It is also usually called barranquillo, momota, momoto, lionbird, jutu jutu, amazonian watchmaker,
burgo.  Its scientific name is Momotus momota and it belongs to the family Momotidae. 

barraquito
Typical drink of the Canary Islands.  It is a kind of cocktail presented in several layers and with liquor.  It also usually has
coffee and milk. 

barratuzca
It is a curious plant that looks more like a lichen, although it is a seagrass.  In Colombia we say goat beards, hair witch,
Spanish moss, beard of the old, hay, barbatusca, paste, cuarque (Colombia), agavepalo (in Mexico).  Its scientific name
is Tillandsia usneoides belong to the Bromeliaceae family.  It grows to form hanging structures in the branches of trees
and is reproduced by fragments that breaks and spread the wind.  It abounds in the trees of the Gallineral Park in San
Gil, Santander (Colombia).

barreada
Issued by the calf sound.  In Colombia we say berreada or berriada, to denote that he wept much.  That all the tears that
had came loose.

barreal
Place where mud abounds.  Quagmire, Swamp, Pantanal, quagmire, Fangal, mud.  In Colombia We also say Chuquia,
Cunchal or Pichal.

barrejobo
It means that it ends everything, devastating, destructive, devastating.  That ruins , that ravages .  It is a term used on
the Atlantic Coast of Colombia.  Also colloquially, foolish child, mischievous, hyperactive.  Name of a song by Carnaval,
composed and performed by Rufo Manuel Garrido Gamarra, a saxophonist from Cartagena. 

barrendiche
In Colombia it is a derogatory and offensive way of treating a sweeper or broom.  Pejorative way of referring to those
who do the street toilet.  Who sweeps or grooms the streets.

barrendiches
Person sweeping , aseador ( a ) .  In Colombia it is a pejorative way to refer to people who are engaged in grooming,



especially those who do it on the streets.

barrenillo
It is a diminutive of hole.  It is the name of a plague of the olive tree.  It is a piercing little beetle.  Its scientific name is
Phloeotribus scarabaeoides and belongs to the family Curculionidae.

barreño
It means natural of Barros.  He was born in Terra de Barros, in Badajoz, Spain.  It can also mean bucket, trotter, bucket,
jofaina, tub, basin, container.  Plato. 

barretero
Mining is the operator that is responsible for face coal in the mine.  The wall of coal mine that attacks with Jimmy.  It is
the most rough work of this activity.

barretina
It is one of the names given to the traditional Catalan cap, which is red in color and similar to the Phrygian cap. 

barretón
In Colombia big bar.  A tool used for digging in hard or Rocky soils and to drill or make holes in encementados.  It is also
used to break and raised floors.  Recaton,

barrigota
Increased belly.  It means big belly, panzota.

barrigón
Belly augmentative.  Man with a bulging belly.  Panzon.

barril
It is a unit of measure of ability of English origin.  It is widely used in the oil industry.  It equals 42 gallons for American
barrel (almost 159 litres).  It is a vessel or cylindrical wooden vessel which is used for liquids, similar to a barrel or a
container.  Barrel, cuba, candiota, pipe.

barril de matematicas del sistema ingles
English system in mathematics, is the same as irregular or complex system because the were between multiples and
submultiples do not have a consistent differentiation and makes cuts and equivalences between one and another
measure not equal ( a measure to another can vary from 5-, 35-, 42-, or many different times amounts ). In the metric
system or regular, everything is easier because the proportionality of one to another measure, van 10 in 10 scales,
which facilitates a lot any conversion. An American barrel equals 42 gallons, and an English barrel to 35.

barriles
Measurement of volume in measuring large quantities of liquids, in particular oil.

barrilete
Skipjack is a tool of woodworking that serves to make vla wood that works.  It has 7 form.  Square.  It is also part of the



gun where the bullets are loaded.  Kite.

barrilla
It is one of the common names given to a plant that grows in saline soils.  It is also called turra, almaja, almajo, almarjo,
turra.  It is usually toxic to livestock, due to its high content of solanine and oxalic acid.  Its scientific name is Salsola kali
and belongs to the family Amaranthaceae. 

barrio
In Colombia it is an administrative division of a municipality in the urban area and is governed by the Junta de Acción
Comunal.   In the rural area, they are the Veredas.  In Mexico it is called Colonia. 

barrionuevista
It can mean relative to Barrio Nuevo (a neighborhood of Barranquilla).  It can also be the gentile of those who are from
that neighborhood. 

barrista
It means that it integrates a bar or truncheon.  Member or member of a cheer, club, gang, of a group of people who
animate an event or a sports team.  A person who attends the counter of a bar or tavern.  Person who uses a bar, lever,
bar, lock, shaft, iron in his work. 

barrizal
Place where mud abounds.  Quagmire, Swamp, Pantanal, Quagmire, Fangal.  In Colombia We also say Chuquia,
Cunchal or Pichal.

barron
It is a male name of German origin.  You mean free man, warrior.  It can also be considered of English origin, as it is a
way of calling the title Baron in English.  Name of Donald Trump's youngest son.

barrote
Bar augmentative .  thick bar .  Stringer , crossbar .  Metal bar that serves to give security to a window.  Each of the
metal bars that make up a trellis. 

barrón
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a Spanish sculptor named Eduardo Barrón González.  Barrón, is also
the name of a grass plant.  It is also called carrizo, northern grass or sandry whose scientific name is Ammophila
arenaria and belongs to the family Poaceae.

barrujo
It is the name given to the carpet formed by the acubins (needles or acuminate leaves) of pine trees when they dry out
and fall to the ground.  It is also called pinocha or pinaza.  It is an agent that promotes forest fires. 

barruntar
It means to suspect, to presume, to have indications of something.  Intuit, sniff, present, suspect. 



barrunto
It means suspicion, hunch, conjecture, presumption, indication, suspicion, assumption, intuition. 

barsa
In Chile it means disrespectful, shameless.  They also use in the same way raft, balza or barza.

barsucho
Derogatory bar, small bar and low quality or elegance.  Bar where bandits or hamburgers meet.

bart
It is the apocope of the male name Bartholomew.  The name of male is of Hebrew origin and means Son of Ptolemy. 
Name of a fictional character from the TELEVISION show Los Simpoms .  Its full name is Bartholomew «Bart» J . 
Simpson (also known as Bartholomew Jo-Jo or Bart Jo-Jo. 

bartender
It's the same as a barista.  person who attends a bar and knows everything that relates to it. 

bartimeo
Name of a blind man from Jericho who was healed by Jesus.  He was the son of Timaeus. 

barto
Pseudonym used by Bart Simpson in his school graffiti. 

bartolo
It is a variant and also an apocope of the male name Bartholomew.  It is also used as its own name.  It is of biblical and
Hebrew origin.  It means son of Ptolomy.  In Colombia in a colloquial way we say bartolo to a very strong footballer,
usually of the defender, who has no sights when clearing the hard ball and anywhere (always far) in order not to let them
score goals in his goal.  It is synonymous with rough, ordinary, rough.  To every play of this footballer, we call it
bartolazo.

bartolome
The correct term is Bartolomé, with tilde.  It is a name of Hebrew origin male.  It means son of Tolmay, Ptolmay and
Ptolemy.  It has as Bartolo and Bartola variants.   The name of one of the Apostles of Jesus, also known as Nathanael
or Nathaniel.  He always walked along with Felipe.

baruj espinosa
It is one of the most widely used names to determine a Dutch philosopher of Sephardic origin.  He was also known as
Baruch Spinoza, Bento, Benedict, Benedict or Benedictus Spinoza, by Spinoza or Espinosa.  He was considered a great
rationalist alongside René Descartes and Gottfried Leibniz. 

barullo
In Colombia means flocking, outrage, pomp, bulla, revolt, disorder, chaos, confusion, mess, anarchy, riot, scandal.

barú



In Colombia is the name of an island (or a peninsula) that is close to Cartagena.  It was separated from the mainland by
the Dique Canal, but now there is a bridge.  belongs to the Rosario Islands National Park.

barvarie
barvarie is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Barbarism." being its meaning:<br>Incorrectly written, should be
barbarism. It means way of acting of the barbarians. Acting with brutality, with savagery. Coarseness, rudeness, atrocity,
atrocity.

baryphtengus
You want to say, voice deep and serious.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the Motmot family.  They are popularly
known as motmots, burrowing or guardabarrancos.

barza
Apocopada way of referring to Barcelona, is also used (a more times) boat.  In Colombia it means stubble, weeds, Bush,
monte.  Harrow.

barzal
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, it means stubble, stubble, weed, bush, scrub.  Sloppy and uncultivated
land, mountain.  In Villavicencio, Colombia, is the name of a neighborhood.

barzón
In Agriculture it is the name given to the ring through which the rudder of the plow passes in the yoke.  It can be made of
iron, wood or leather. 

basan
It is a word of Hebrew origin that means fertile fruitful.  It can also mean sandy or abundant. 

basanta
Basanta is a surname.  Last name of an Argentine footballer and nationalized Mexican .  Its full name is José María
Basanta Pavone .  He's nicknamed Chema, Sergeant, Capi. 

basar
It is the action of settle, leaning.  build, build.  Place a construction Foundation.

basárides
Is the name of the adorers Greek God Baco 40 women; Thracian bacchantes ) that it killed Orpheus.

basbousa
It is the Arabic name of a sweet or dessert of Turkish origin.  It exists in Egypt and many Mediterranean countries.  It is
made with grit and bathed in syrup.  It is also called basbusa, Egyptian basbusa, revani or ravani and revani, as well as
hareesa or harise.  You can add coconut or yogurt. 

bascurria
It is a word of the Gypsy language that means auger.  Cutting end bar that is used to probe terrain or pierce rocks.  It



can also be warm and annoying wind gust. 

basear
tutorial is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Base" being its meaning:<br>Base ( em Português Tutorial ). Put
bases to something ( usually a p.e building a bridge. Tutorial is also stepping on bases in the game of baseball.

bashful
It is an English word which means, shy, painful, hesitant, timid, pusillanimous.

basiliscus
It means little king.  It is a genus of reptiles very similar to lizards, but they usually have a small crest.  belong to the
Family Corytophanidae.  In Colombia we know it as Basilisks, its scientific name is Basiliscus basiliscus, it is a type of
lizard, which has an adaptation on its hind legs that "allow it to run on the surface of the water" in order to protect itself. 
It is possible to find it from Mexico to Venezuela.  They also call it Cherepe, moracho, toloque, tetetetete.

basing
It is a term used to denote Foundation, home or starting point. It is also used to designate a base or headquarters. It is
synonymous with locate, locate, place, install, deploy, site, establish, garrison. Base.En geology Basin is synonymous
with basin.

basiónimo
It is more to disable basonym .  In botany it is the base name or first scientific name that is assigned to a certain plant
species.  Base name, first taxonomic name.  In zoology, the terProtonimus or original combination is used. 

basirruque
It is an expression used in Caracas.  It means no, never, never, absolutely not.  In Colombia we would say "neither of
holsters", "nor by the chiras". 

basípeto
In Botany refers to the kind of growth of buds, which in this case are developed first and best which are closer to the 40
basis; Vegetative gradient basipeto ).

basmati
It is the name of a variety of rice, which is characterized by having a longer and larger grain.  In Hindi it means "queen of
fragrances".  It is considered very pleasant smell and exquisite taste. 

baso
It is an inflection of be based.  You want to say support, support, support.  Spleen (with z), viscera.

basori
basori is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Basori; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Basori, is a
name of male used in India. Basori Lal is a man of 73 centimeters tall and 50 years of age, which was found recently in
the province of Madhya Pradesh.



basquetbolista
An athlete practicing basketball.  Player or basketball player.  Men's basketball player.

basta
It can mean crude, ordinary, poor quality.  It's also an expression that means enough, no more.  Finish it now. 

bastardilla
It means italics, pasted letter, small and inclined to the right.  Italic or inclined letter.  It also means flute, wind musical
instrument. 

bastidor
It is a frame of sticks where canvases are placed for painting.  Wooden frame that is used to frame the filling of chairs. 
Frame, skeleton, support, base, bra, chassis, timber. 

bastidores
Plural frame .  In Art, it is a frame, painting or pictorial support.  Chassis, frame that supports machinery or a vehicle. 
Frame or support structure of the curtains of a theater. 

bastimento
Food or food that is carried on a long trip.  Ration of campaign of a worker who moves too far away from your home. 
Food or provision of Prairie Cowboys in Colombia.

bastimiento
Snacks, cold meat, sustenance, provisions, abio.  Meals or foods that lead to a long journey away from home. 
Campaign food for an army. Type of boat.

bastión
Part that excels in a fortress.  Defense, bastion, fortification, fort, fort.  Protection. 

bastisimos
bastisimos is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Bastisimos; with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>Bastisimos
is a superlative of coarse. It means rough, rustic, coarse, rude, ordinary, rough, neglected, coarse, vulgar.

basto o vasto
It depends on what you want to see. They are homophones. Rough is the stick from the deck. It also means rude, rough,
ordinary, rustic, rough, coarse, vulgar, of poor quality. Vast, it refers to a very large, very extensive. It denotes a quantity,
a dimension, a vastness to immensity. Vast, infinite, immeasurable.

bastonazo
Blow given with a cane .  Augmentative of cane, large cane, long and thick cane. 

bastoncito
It is a diminutive of cane.  Bacillus.  Christmas candy.



bastón
Stick or rod with handle and ferrule which helps to support us.  It can also be a stick or rod that denotes authority, gift of
command, superiority.  Crosier, crook, crutch, stake, vara, bordon, stick.

basura
It means solid waste, waste.  It is any type of waste, residue or waste left over from any domestic or commercial activity.
 What remains, which is not used or which does not work.  Which supposedly lacks value or importance.  In Colombia it
is also everything that is said and not that has no importance: cart, straw.  Much of it can be recycled. 

basural
Site where garbage is accumulated or deposited.  Dump. 

basuriego
It is generally a person who looks for food waste in garbage to consume them.  The recycler is also mistakenly called
basuriego and it should not be so. 

basuto
Name of an African Aboriginal people, which is located in the south of that continent.  It is part of the Tsuana ethnic
group.  It means that he hails from Lesotho, the country of southern Africa.  That resides or is related to the Kingdom of
Lesotho.  When it was British Colony it had the name Of Basutoland. 

bata
Garment that women wear.  One piece dress for Lady.  Apron used up clothing to protect clothing.  Generally is used in
laboratories, in classes, teachers or doctors.  Apron, apron, batin, kimono, overall.

batacazo
Very accurate blow, very strong and thunderous fall.  Whack.  It also means in some sports very unexpected result or
against all odds.  Fortuitous or unexpected event. 

bataclana
In Colombia is synonymous with prostitute, whore, harlot, fufurufa.  You should actually be more associated with
cabaret, dancer or showgirl.  The show woman, vedette.

batahola
It means hubbub, bustle, bustle, big noise.   Barahunda, rumble.  It is also used as a synonym for chaos, disorder. 

batalla
It means war encounter.  Duel or Showdown of armed individuals or bodies and in war.  Lid, fight, confrontation,
meeting, combat, conflict, struggle.

batalla de boyaca
It is the name of an independence battle from the new Kingdom of Granada and the Spanish army. It developed on
August 7, 1819, over a small bridge over the Teatinos River, near Tunja. That is also called the battle of the bridge of
Boyacá.



batallar
It means fighting, fighting, confronting, fighting.  Face the enemy rudely.  War, compete, debate, allege.  It also means
doubting, hesitation. 

batallón
It is a military unit of thousand soldiers or between two and six companies.  It is usually commanded by a Colonel.  In
Colombia, is the name of a military installation.  It is also used to mean many people.  Crowd, crowd, crowd.

batanga
It is an outer frame of reeds to the gunwale of a boat to give greater stability to the sail.  It is one of the names of an
African language of the bantu group.  It is also known as Noho, Nohu, Noku, Puku, Banoho, Banoo Bapuku.  Spoken in
Equatorial Guinea and Cameroon.  Batanga is also a type of music, a radio station, and an application to listen to music.

batas
It may be the plural of bata.  Kimono, kimono, apron, apron.  It can also be an inflection of beat, which means mixing,
stir, shake, wiggle or also, defeat, defeat, overcome, combat.

batasunizacion
It means promoting the unity and freedom of the Basque people.  Unification of criteria in that regard.  The word
originates from Esukera ( Vasco ).  Unification, unit. 

batata
It is a tuber similar to potato or Yam, although it has a sweet taste.  It is native to the Orinoco and it was domesticated in
the Peru.  Its scientific name is Ipomoea batatas and is of the family Convolvulaceae.  Other common names such as:
sweet potato, sweet potato, sweet potato, sweet potato.

batatazo
You want to say something unexpected, which is out of logic, contrary to what was expected.  The word bump is used in
the same sense.  That left us sitting in an armchair.  Surprise.

batatero
It is a person who cultivates or sells sweet potatoes.

batazo
It is an augmentative of bat.  It is also a hit with a bat.  In slang, baseball is a hit from long range.  Once as the ball in
baseball, going deep into the diamond.

batazo de cuatro esquinas
In baseball slang, it's the definition of flyfences or home run.

batazo de sacrificio
In baseball slang is a short hit, usually between first and second base, which is done with the intention of boosting a
career or advancing a second baseman.  Usually the batter gets out.



batazos
Strokes given with a bat, bat or cudgel.  Shovels, beatings.

batán
In Bogotá is the name of a neighborhood in the North of the city.  Grinding stone.  Mill.  Old machine that was used to
compress the tissue.  Fuller is the name of a town in Argentina, one in Spain (Extremadura) and an island in the
Philippines.  In Ecuador is a kind of network to catch fish.  It is also one of the common names of the Mint, peppermint or
Spearmint (Mentha spicata family Lamiaceae).

batboy
It is an English word which means small bat.

bate
Stick or Club used to hit the ball in baseball.  Borisov, Russia soccer team.  It is an inflection of beat, which means
defeat, defeat, overcome, mix, shake, hit.

batea
It is an inflection of batting.  It means hitting a ball with the bat (baseball).  In Colombia is a container, usually of wood
and base flat, in which corn is kneaded to make arepas.  Bowl.  Also in the eastern plains of Colombia is a type of
submerged bridge which is made in shallow streams.  Footbridge.  In Spain is a town in Tarragona.

batedores
In the sport of baseball, that batting, players who attack, baseball on the offensive.  Robinson characterized by hitting
the ball with the bat, making hits and boost careers.  Bumper.

batel
It's a kind of light boat.  Small boat of sars that is used in northern Italy. 

batequi
It is the name of a cave with Rupestrian art of Mexico.  It is the Baja California (Comondú municipality), in the Sierra de
San Francisco.  His paintings date back more than 10. 500 years.

batero
It can be the person who has by trade to make bats or make robes.  Also the musician who plays the drums.  It is a
locality (sector) located in the Municipality of Quinchía, Risaralda, in Colombia. 

batey
Cuba is a small ranch in a circular manner, having the roof of Palm.

bathseba
The correct term is Bathseba.  It is the varinate German wife Ginger's name.  A npmbre is Hebrew origin and means
daughter of the Covenant, daughter of the oath.  His name appears in Tanaj Judió and the Christian Bible.

batial



It is a term used in Ecology and Geology.  It means from the bottom, from the deep.  It is a type of organism that lives at
the bottom of the sea (Plant or animal), or at the bottom of a lake or lagoon.  Bentonic, which is bentos, demersal,
benthic, abyssal.

batiburrillo
It means entanglement, mixture of things that do not look clear.  Mixture of incoherent things.  Hodgepodge, scrambled,
jumble.  Baturrillo is also used. 

batiburrillos
Mean jumble, stirred, confusion mess, mishmash, Whirligig, zaperoco, mazacote, scrambled eggs, marana, mess,
tangle, hubbub.

batida
It means losing, overwhelmed, overcome, fought.  It is also synonymous with stirring, mixing, blending, shake,
recognize, browse, disturb, mocking, denounce, hit.

batidor
It is a device used to beat.  It is also called a blender.  Device used to make smoothies.  In Colombia in a colloquial way
it is called a beater to a character who likes to take hair and annoy others.  Mamagallist, take her.

batidora
It is an electrical device that serves to make smoothies or creams.  Beating apparatus .  Name of a tropical dance song. 
Name of several modern songs in different rhythms. 

batidos
In Colombia they are thick fruit preparations.  Liquefied fruits.  Inflection of beating, which can mean defeating, beating,
overcoming, eye-browsing, exploring or also mixing, stirring, liquefying, shaking. 

batir
It means to stir, mix, shake.  It can also mean to overcome, defeat, combat.  In Colombia, colloquially, it means to mock,
to mock. 

batitú
It is one of the common names of a type of migratory bird.  It is also called correlimos, backpiedras or walkers.  Its
scientific name is Bartramia longicauda and belongs to the family Scolopacidae .  This name is used in the Southern
Cone of South America.

batman
he is the so-called bat man, he is a character of the comic strips, created by Bob Kane and Bill Finger.  Name of several
films about this character.  In geography it is the name of a city and a province in Turkey.  belong to the Anatolian
Region. 

bato
It means coarse, uncultured, rustic, ordinary.  Inflection of the verb beat, which means to stir with an implement, to
shake, to mix or also to overcome, defeat, combat.  In Colombia, colloquially, it means to mock or mock. 



batofobia
It can be considered as fear or dread towards the depths or abysses. 

batola
Augmentative of gown, large coat.  Shirt or large dress without brags .  Long dress without prehensions that women
wear to sleep. 

batolitos
A batholith is a large rock mass which has been formed by solidification of magma, before heading out to the surface. 
Batholith means stone or rock of depth.  They can reach more than 100 kilometers.  Granitoid intrusions.

batonofobia
Sick fear of plants.  Hatred or fear of plants.  It is more indicated to use botanophobia or phytophobia. 

batón
Baton is an augmentative of bata.  Bata long used to enter a laboratory.

batracios
Animals also known as amphibians.  They typically undergo metamorphosis and spend some initial stages in water
(branchial respiration) and then others in Earth (pulmonary respiration).  Toads, frogs.

batracofobia
Phobia or fear of batrachians (toads, frogs). 

batraquita
It is the name of a gemstone, also known as bufolita or monticellita.  Mineral grey-green.  It is also known as stone or
toad gem and is named by Shakesperare in one of her works.  In Paleobiology, nipple-shaped fish teeth (Lepidotes).

batume
Partition or dividing wall of a hive, built in mud or wax by bees.

batuque
It means squeathe, noise, fuss.  It can also mean jolgorio, hectic or accelerated dancing. 

baturra
Person belonging to the peasantry of Aragon, in Spain.  Aragonese peasant.  It also means stubborn, stubborn,
stubborn, stubborn, stubborn.  It is also synonymous with Aragonese. 

baturrada
It means stubbornness, stubbornness, stubbornness.  Own action of the baturro (Aragonese peasant, who is stubborn,
stubborn). 

baturrillo



It means entanglement, mixture of things that do not look clear.  Mixture of incoherent things.  Hodgepodge, scrambled,
jumble.  Hodgepodge is also used. 

batuta
The name of a small rod or cane used by a conductor or choir.  Name of a music education program and a foundation
created for that purpose in Colombia. 

batzar4
It is not a term in Spanish, but in Basque.  It means fourth mounting or mounting 4.

bauprés
It is a thick stick, somewhat inclined or horizontal, of a sailboat.  It's on the bow of the boat.  It is a nautical term of
French origin. 

bautista
It means that it baptizes.  Name of one of the communities of the Evangelical Church.  Nickname given to St. John, who
baptized Jesus. 

baúl
It is a type of closed furniture, which is shaped like a large box and is used to store objects of all kinds.  Ark, box, chest,
drawer.  It is also called that way the trunk of the vehicle or trunk.  In Granada, Spain there is a town with that name (
municipality of Baza), as in Venezuela, in the State of Cojedes (municipality of Girardot).  In Guatemala there is an
archaeological site with that name.  It was a Maya settlement.

bavaria
In English it is equivalent to Bavaria, the Southern Region of Germany, whose capital is Munich.  Name of an asteroid
dedicated to that German region.  Name of a Colombian brewing company. 

baviera
Name of a federal state of Germany, located in the southeast of the country and whose capital is Munich.  It can mean
land of the Bavarians (a Germanic people who were settled in that area). 

baxama
It is a way of calling toxic trees or shrubs; It is also the name of the toxic resin that is extracted from them.  They are of
the genus Toxicodendron (meaning toxic trees) and belong to the family Anacardiaceae.  One of the toxic substances
they possess is called Urushiol, which causes severe irritations to the skin and mucous membranes.

baya
It is a kind of fruit.  It is the kind of most common fruit that exists.  It is characterized by a juicy, fleshy and edible
pericarp.

bayagusa
It is more suitable Bayag-usa .  It is the Tagalog language name of a tree (meaning a ball, or testicle).  Its scientific
name is Voacanga globosa and belongs to the family Apocynaceae.  It is a tree from the Philippines and has medicinal
uses.



bayales
Bayales is a site where you can find the berries, berry fruit.  It means similar to the bayo color of horses.  A lever used to
reverse or reversing mill stones.  Rain-fed.

bayardo
It is a male name meaning brave and gallant knight.  It also exists as a surname.  Name of one of the characters of the
Novel "Crónica de una muerte Anunciada" (Bayardo San Román), by Gabriel García Márquez.   Surname of an
Argentine poet and guitarist named Lito Bayardo. 

bayeta
Piece of cloth that is used to clean .   Rag, chiro, canvas, cloth. 

bayetón
It is a type of very bushy fabric and covered with hairs.  It's pretty thick and overwhelming.   Increased bayette. 

bayo
It means horse , equine .  It is also a color of the fur of the equines, which corresponds to the yellowish white color. 

bayolla
bayolla is incorrectly written, and should be written as Bayoya.  being its meaning: I think that they question by bayoya. 
It means noise, harshness, bullajo, disorder.  Used in Puerto Rico and Dominican Republic.

bayonetas
Plural bayonet .  It is the name of a knife, dagger or white gun of French origin.  It is very sharp and usually stuns at the
end of a rifle or a carbine for hand-to-hand combat of soldiers.

bayusa
Food ready to eat with tacos, is a dough made of mezcal or maguey cooked.

baz
It's a last name in Mexico.  Gustavo Baz Prada was a famous Mexican doctor and politician.

baza
It means pale brunette.  Also important card in the deck game.  Play, alternative, option, candidate.  Cards collected by
the winner of the deck game.  Name of a city and a Shire of Spain, in the Province of Granada (Andalusia). 

bazillo
It was an ancient measure of grain or aggregates used on several Greek islands such as Zakynthos or Zakynthos.  It
corresponded to half a sack. 

bazo
Anatomy is an organ or organ, which helps the production and maintenance of immune cells in the body.



bazofia
It means leftovers, garbage, crap, grime, waste.  It lacks value or utility. 

bazuca
It is the name of a weapon of war, also called grenade launcher tube.  Anti-tank weapon.  Rocket launcher tube.

bazuco
It is the popular name of a very harmful drug to the body.  It is a mixture of marijuana, cocaine and some other
ingredients in powder (to clay), that cigarettes or cigars are assembled.

bazuquero
Person drug addict who consumes bazuco.  Person selling bazuco.

báculo
It is cane utilising the high prelates of the Church.  It is a symbol of dignity and at the same time supports them.  Staff,
stick, Rod, bordon.  Also used as a synonym for support, comfort and support.

bálago
It is the Esparto grass or straw long that it is cereal, after removing the grain.  Pump or SOAP foam.  It is also one of the
common names of the plant Secale cereale, more commonly known as rye.

báratro
Empire of the devil, the devil-dominated territory.  Hell, Orc, averno, abyss, Underworld, mocha paila.

bárbaro
It means phenomenal.  big, wild, rough, fierce, beastly.  Also reckless or reckless.  Name given to several peoples who
in the fifth century invaded Europe. 

bárbula
Each of the tiny filaments that bind the baleen of a bird's feather together.  Filaments or baleen of some fish.  Chin. 
Diminutive and derogatory beard.  Name of a Venezuelan hacienda in the State of Carabobo where a liberating battle
was held on September 30, 1813.  One of the heroes was Athanasius Girardot. 

bártulo
It means thing, element, enser, furniture, instrument, poultry, utensil, trebejo, fret, cachivache.  An object belonging to a
person.  It is used more in plural.

bártulos
In Colombia is synonymous with utensils, tools, tackle, belongings, figurines, gossip, frets, pots.

báscula
A scale is an implement used to weigh quite big and heavy things.  Generally have a broad metal platform leg drop or
raise you think though.  Weighing of large dimensions.  Balance, Roman.



beach voley
They are a few words in English to call beach volibol or sand volibol (beach volley or sand).  It is played by duos or
duoplas and usually decays.  In Colombia and many countries it is also called Voliplaya. 

beagle
Beagle is incorrectly written and it should be written as Beagle ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Beagle ( it is proper name ).  It is a channel that competed for Chile and Argentina, is Patagonia, ( Land of fire ).  Beagle
is the name of a channel or Strait remaining in Tierra del Fuego.  In language Yagan is called Onashaga, which means "
Onas 34 channel;   ( An Amerindian village of the 41 place;.  Beagle was the name of a British ship that made studies in
the area.

beatboxer
It is an English language term used to designate a person who has the ability to produce any musical sound or rhythm,
using only the phonation apparatus.  He practices beatbox.  It's an element of Hip hop. 

beatitud
Honorary treatment given to the pope.  Holiness.  Glory, beatitude.  State of serenity and spiritual peace.  Eternal life in
the company of God. 

beatlemanía
Over-appeal or attraction to The Beatles and their music.  Passion for Beatles music.

beato
Person who has led an exemplary religious life and who has been beatified (in the process of sanctification).  It receives
worship in some places. 

beauty freak
It is an English term meaning exotic beauty, or phenomenal beauty. 

bebedizo
Mean filter, BREW, socket, potion, potion.  Ready cooked from macerated herbs.  It may be to cure ills or to do
witchcraft or spells.

bebeta
In Colombia verbeta is a talking shop, a Bohemian night, a meeting for a few drinks with friends.  It is a synonym of
tomata, jartera.

bebé de pecho
Mean neonatal, infant, newborn baby that breast breast, which is fed with breast milk. The baby's chest is usually less
than a year.

bebistrajo
Unruly or mixture of various drinks.  Refajo . 



bebita
Diminutive of baby or baby woman.  Newborn girl, neonata.  Delicate way to call a girl.

bebito
It is a diminutive of baby.  Name of campaign in Argentina to promote protection of babies in gestation and against
abortion.

bebotear
Appearance or attitude of a confused, naïve or affected girl to seduce. 

becada
Fellow.  Person who has obtained a scholarship.  Subsidized.  It is a wading bird that is also known as Deaf, Gallinuela,
Woodcock or Partridge Chocha.  The scientific name is Scolopax rusticola and belongs to the family Scolopacidae. 

becahuas
The Becahuas or Becaguas are an indigenous people of the Tukano family, which is distributed by a borderline territory
of Colombia (Putumayo), Ecuador (Sucumbíos) and Peru (Loreto).  They are also designated as Sionas or Bahupai.

becarios
Plural of fellow.  Scholarship recipient students .  Student who benefit from grants for their academic performance. 

becasina
The correct term is snipe.  It is one of the common names of a bird or bird in Colombia.  Also it is called parrot or snipe. 
Its scientific name is Gallinago gallinago.  It belongs to the Family Scolopacidae.

becerra
In Colombia is a surname of origin Spanish, very common in the Department of Boyacá.  Becerra is the feminine of calf. 
Beef, cow breeding.

becerro
It is one of the ways to call the breeding of the cow.  It is also called calf, recental, choto, jato, steer. 

beche
In Spain is the name of a small town or village in Galicia, near to La Coruña and also of a reservoir in Abegondo.

beco
It is an inflection of scholarships.  It means subsidizing education to anyone who wants to study and lacks resources and
is an outstanding student.  It is also the name of a chain of stores in Venezuela which has more than 60 years of
tradition.

beconguilla
It is one of the common names of a medicinal plant.  It belongs to the Rubiaceae family and is characterized by its
content of emetine and cefelina (alkaloids that induce vomiting).  It is an emetic, Emetic plant, receives other names
such as Ipecac (tupi-guarani word meaning plant by the roadside that sick), ringed ipecac, poaja, rootlet, vine snake,



Brazilian, ringed root.

becuna
It is another common name receiving barracudas, a very voracious marine fish.  They belong to the genus Sphyraena
and are of the family Sphyraenidae.  It is also the name of a submarine from the Navy of the United States of the Balao
(SS-319) class, which is currently ship Museum in Philadelphia.

bedel
A person who is in charge of the keys of a building or of a Faculty of education.  Usher, Ordinance, Concierge, doorman,
caretaker.  Feminine: bedela, housekeeper.

bedelia
Bedelia or bedela is the woman responsible for the management of the keys to a building or cloister.  Housekeeper.

bedelio
Rubber that is obtained from the trees of the Family Burseraceae.  It has yellowish color and is bitter taste.  It is used as
insect repellent and also in the production of varnishes, dyes, fixators and waterproofers of boats, replacing the tar.

bedelín
Very absorbent thick fabric class.  Variety of cotton.

beduinos
Name given to a nomadic desert village.  Bedouin Plural.  The word is of Arab origin and means desert dweller. 

bedusi
It is an Italian surname (There is Bedusi and Bedussi).  In Italy there is a chain of ice cream parlours named "Gelateria
Bedussi" ), restaurants and burger joints.

beep
It is a word of the English language which means whistle.  beep, sound.  Message sent by beeper.  Sound that indicates
the arrival of a message by pager.

beet
It is an English word which means beets, beets, beets, veteraga, white chard, beterrada, beteraba, or betarava.  The
scientific name is beta vulgaris.

beet
It is a word of the English language which means beetroot.  Sugar beet.

befa
It means mockery, chanza, mofa, sorna, joke.  Parrot between friends.

beg



Brand of brake fluid in Colombia.  Short for good, economical and guaranteed.  Colombian factory of products for the
automotive branch, such as oils, additives and lubricants.  The word in English means to beg, to beg, to ask for alms. 

beguinas
It is a community of Christian women who are dedicated to charity and serve underprivileged persons (sick, needy,
abandoned children, elderly).  It has origin in the Netherlands and when is a community composed of men is called
beghards.  The origin of the name is a recognition the priest Lambert le Begue, Liege gave the first steps in that
direction in 1180.

behetría
People who by tradition and stay right have autonomy to choose their ruler or Lord, in premises or areas that have been
abandoned by their conquerors.  Disorder, chaos, confusion.  Benefactoria, received.

behin behineko
They are not the Spanish language but the Basque words.  They mean " occasionally " " Provisional ".

beia
BEIA is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Saw." being its meaning:<br>There are two probabilities for the
question: or ask for Bela which is beautiful in Portuguese. Or they are trying to ask for saw, which is a turning point of
view. It means that looked, I watched, it ojeaba, appreciated, sighting it.

beige
It is a word of French origin, which is used to designate a color.  It is equivalent to a cream or light brown color.  It's the
natural color of sheep's wool.  Beis is accepted.

beiques
Plural of Beique.  You can also say Buhuitihu, with intermediate H. Among the Taino Indians was the doctor, healer,
Sorcerer, shaman or High priest.  He was the intermediary between humans and the gods (especially with the goddess
Atabey).

beis
It is the Spanishization of the French word beige, which refers to a color that can be determined as a very light orange or
a very light brown or chestnut.  Others mistake it for the cream color.   Others determine it as pink ochre.

beisbolistas
They are also often called platoons or toleteros.  Players who practice the sport of baseball. 

bejucal
It means place where bejucos abound, which are very long and flexible plants. 

bejuco
It is the name given to a plant whose stem is very elongated and weak.  Stem that lacks sturdy wood.  It can also be
called a vine.  Climbing plant, vine.  The term is of Caribbean origin.  In Colombia, bejuco, colloquially means bravo,
furious, furious, angry, choleric.



bejuco de monte
That is the definition of vine, vines or climbing.  Plant Guide.  They are plants that must be supported by each other, as
they do not have tough stems.

bejudo
bejudo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bejuco" being its meaning:<br>I think the question is by Liana. In
Colombia means liana, escandente, Creeper and climbing. They are plants whose stem is not therefore lignified rather
tend to be creeping or entangled in something stronger that enables them to hold. Plants with stem lasos-shaped. Rope.

belari
It is the Castilian name of a city in India.  It is also called Bellary or Bellari (the word is original in the Marathi language). 
It belongs to the State of Karnataka and has approximately 400. 000 inhabitants . 

belcro
The correct term is Velcro, with v .  It can actually be considered a galicism and means fast closing and opening.  The
word conforms to the apocope of the words velours (velvet) and crochet ( hook), which would be defined as velvet hook.
 Adhesive that consists of two woven sheets that are coupled due to tiny hooks placed on one of them.

beldad
Woman of great beauty, of a lot of beauty.  Queen, beauty, beauty, beautiful, beautiful, perfect.  Perfect body.

beldar
Activity that is done with the crank.  Throw, throw, separate straw for fodder. 

beldurturik
A word in the Basque language which means afraid, is be afraid, be terrified.

belen
Bethlehem (without tilde is the name of a native Ethiopian ethnic group.  The correct term is Bethlehem or Belém.  It
refers to the village of the Kingdom of Judah, where Jesus was born.  Currently it is in Palestine (the West Bank).  It is a
name that is used in many places in the world where there is Catholic or Christian faith, in almost all Latin American
countries, there are several places called Bethlehem, also in Portugal and Poland.  It is also a woman's name of biblical
and Hebrew origin which means House of bread, is derived from Bethany.

belenes
They are representations with figurines of various materials from the environment of Bethlehem at the time of the Birth of
the Child Jesus.  In some countries they are called nativity scenes and in Colombia we call them nativity scenes. 

belenista
That cultivated the Nativity scene.  A person who worships the birth of Jesus.  A person who is dedicated to make,
manufacture or sell Christmas cribs, also called birth, portals or inns.  A person who is engaged to perform work on profit
on each one of the towns called Bethlehem.

belenística
It means concerning Bethlehem (Place of Birth of Jesus).  By extension it also refers to mangers, belenes or births. 



belenístico
It means concerning Bethlehem or the Nativity. 

belerofonte
It was also called Belerofon.  Hero of Greek mythology, whose greatest feat was killing chimera.

belesa
It is a common name used for several different plants.  One is the verbascum giganteum, from Scrophulariacae family,
which also receives the names of donkey ears, great mullein or twisting.  Another is the Hyoscyamus niger, also known
as locoweed or black henbane, jusquiamo, belenyo, henbane.  The Solanaceae family and has high levels of alkaloids
like atropine and scopolamine.  It is used in the treatment of epilepsy and insomnia.  There is another plant that also
receives the name of belesa, and its scientific name is Plumbago europeae, of the family Plumbaginaceae.  Other
common names: dental, dentalaria, cancer, matapeces, mount or plumbago tobacco herb.  A common characteristic of
them is they are temperate and found in Europe and North America.

belén
Small village of Judah (Israel), where Jesus was born.  It is currently located in the West Bank and belongs to Palestine. 
Name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Boyacá.  There is also another Colombian
municipality called Belén, which belongs to the Department of Nariño.  There are other municipalities with the name of
Belén, but compound (Belén de Umbría in Risaralda, Belén de los Andaquíes in caqueta and Belén de bajirá in Chocó. 
It is the very common name of Veredas y Barrios of many cities in Colombia.  There are towns called Bethlehem in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, United States, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Uruguay and
Venezuela, among other countries. 

belérico
It is also called belerico, myrobalan, myrobalan or the India Hazel (Avellena indicates the family Combretaceae).  It is a
tree native to india that has applications in medicine and industry.  It has fruits like plums and they have tannins used in
dry cleaning.

belfos
It is the plural of belfo.  It means lips big and bulky.  Thick lips.  Also means bocón, hocicon, trompones, tubesnouts,
tokens, bembones.  Carracks or large mandubulas.

belga
Very old people settled in Western Europe, particularly in Northern Gaul.  Inhabitants of those born or resident in
Belgium.  It belongs or relates to Belgium.

belgrado
Name of a Central European city, which is the capital of Serbia.  In Slavic language and Serbian language it means
White City or White Fortress.  It is located at the confluence of the Sava River and the Danube River.  Capital of the
former Yugoslavia . 

belice
It's the name of a Central American country.  It is also the name of a city of that same country (Valiz City), which was
capital until 1970.  It is also the name of a District in Belize, a river and a Coral Reef over the Atlantic Ocean.  In Italy
there is also a river called Belize, in Sicily and which in ancient times was called Ipsas.



belicenses
Belizeans is also used.  It means a native, resident, or related to Belize, Central American country whose capital is
Belmopan.  Belicenses are also the natives, residents or related to Belize City, also known as port Valiz, which was the
former capital city and is the largest city in Belize.

beliceño
It is the adjective for children born in Belize, Central American country.

belicoso
A person who feels predilection by war, armed conflicts. You want to say conflicting, bully, belligerent, brawling,
aggressive, violent.  The belligerence likes.

beligerancia
Attitude and quality of a fighter and persistent person.  Means that not he falters and fight with insistence.  Importance,
value, category, transcendence, struggle, strife, conflict.

beligerante
In Colombia means fighter, warrior.  Person who keeps willing to fight for his rights.  Aggressive, bellicose, violent,
conflicted, doomed.  Acting with belligerence.

belisana
He was a character in Gallic mythology.  Goddess of Celtic mythology.  She was the Goddess of Health.  She was
worshipped in Britain and Gaul.  It was also called Belisma or Belesama.  It is the name of an asteroid 178. 

belisario
It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means which throws arrows with strength and ability.  Warrior, Warrior.

belitre
Very evil person.  Vile, I wretched, wretched, creeping, infamous, unworthy, evil.

belitrero
It means that it makes belitres.  Bellaco, rascal, underworld.  That does evil or beauty. 

beljawskya
It is a surname of Polish origin.  Last name of an Argentine official of the Ministry of Energy ( Mariela Beljawskya ) . 
Dedicated to Beljawsky, in honor of Beljawsky.  An asteroid's name. 

bella
It is an adjective qualifying feminine.  It means cute, beautiful, attractive.  Bella is also a name of woman of French origin
and means beautiful, cute, beautiful sexy.  Variant Belle.

bellaco
Ruin, immoral character.  A person who is very cunning and shrewd.  Belitre, pillo, rogue, rogue, rogue, bergante, fiery,
restless, wild, evil-doer.



belladona
It is the name of a poisonous plant belonging to the genus Datura of the family Solanaceae.  Its scientific name is Atropa
belladonna.  It has medicinal uses and contains alkaloids such as atropine. 

bellasombra
It is one of the common names of a plant whose scientific name is Phytolacca dioica.  It is actually a giant grass
(wrongly many believe it is a shrub or a tree).  It is native to Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil.  They also call
him Ombu.  It is from the family Phytolaccaceae.  The complement of the scientific name, dioecioa means that it is a
hermaphrodite plant.

belle et bonne
They are words in French language and means beautiful and good.  Beautiful and good.

bellezula
I think that they ask for bellezura.  In Colombia it means beauty, beauty, loveliness, divinura.  Something very beautiful,
very cute and very beautiful.  Having the quality of very beautiful.

bellezura
In Colombia it means beauty, beauty, loveliness.  Something beautiful or beautiful.

bellisima
It is a superlative of beautiful.  Beautiful in the highest degree, extremely beautiful.  Very beautiful.  It is one of the
common names of a flowering climbing plant.  It is also called confite, San Diego flower, coral, May rose, queen's crown,
Santa Rosa wort, fulmina and San Miguelito.  Its scientific name is Antigonon leptopus and it belongs to the
Polygonaceae family.  

bellona
Belona or Bellona was the name of the Roman goddess of war.  According to Roman mythology she was the daughter
of Juno and Jupiter.  Bellona is the name of one of the Solomon Islands.  It is also the name of a city in Italy, located in
the Province of Caserta, in the Campania region.  For environmentalists, it is the name of a Norwegian Foundation,
which proposes for environmental protection and the use of nuclear weapons.  Bellona is also the name of an asteroid. 

bellota
It is the fruit of the trees of the genus Quercus and the family Fabaceae.  They are the fruits desired by squirrels.  They
are looking very hard.

belloteros
A person who is dedicated to collect and sell acorns.

belluga
It is the surname of a Spanish Cardinal (Luis Antonio Belluga y Moncada).  He was religious and statesman, Viceroy of
Murcia and Valencia by the mid-eighteenth century.  Ball of glass, marble, ball, piquis.

bellyne
It is more suitable Belline.  It's the name of a seer expert in the Tarot.  It uses a normal deck and has a special method



and reading, which have taken its name.  The deck is cut with a left hand and read to the right.  Belline's Oracle.

belona
Name of the Roman goddess of war.  She was the daughter of Juno and Jupiter.  She was considered the wife and
sister of Mars (Roman god of war).  Name of an asteroid .  It means that he is at war, that he is belligerent. 

belonarios
Plural of belonary .  It was the name given to the priests of the goddess of war of the Romans, called Belona or Bellona. 
They offered the blood from their wounds as a sacrifice. 

belonefobia
It is the exaggerated fear of needles and any element that can generate punctures or small bleeding wounds (pins,
knives, splinters, spines, hooks, etc.).  Fear of syringes or medical or hypodermic needles is called trypanophobia. 

belopolskya
It means dedicated to Aristarj Apolloovich Belopolsky, named after Aristarj Apolloovich Belopolsky, who was a Russian
astronomer, who discovered among other things the differentiated rotation of the stripes of Jupiter.  Name of an asteroid
( 1004 ) . 

belugas
They are the same calls wrongly white whales, its scientific name Delphinapterus leucas, and that some white dolphins
inhabiting very cold waters of the Arctic and subarctic.  They lack the dorsal fin and have the melon, which is an organ
that helps them to echolocation.

bema
Bima can also be used.  It is the name of an elevated platform, which surrounds an altar.  Altar of offerings or chair for
the victors. 

bemba
It refers to a mouth that is very large and very thick lips.  It is also an African language that also receives the names of
wemba, chibemba, chiwemba.  Is it spoken in Zambia and in sectors of Botswana, Congo and Tanzania.  It is a
language derived from the Bantu.

bembe
The correct term is Bembé.  In the Caribbean it is a very cadenced type of dance and musical rhythm.  In Yoruba
Culture is a party.  Orisha Religion Festival.

bemberria
In Colombia it is synonymous with verbeta, tomata.  Activity that consumed liquor overreact.

bembé
It is a type of dance of African and religious origin.  Dance practiced by the Yorubas.  Name of a Peruvian salsa
orchestra.  African ritual to drum beat. 



bemol
It is a musical sign scored to the left of a note.  It means that it is must reduce the note a semitone.  Sign to soften the
voice.  Figurative way it means alter, change, hinder or complicate something.

ben
It's a male name in English.  It can be considered as such a proper name or also Benjamin's apocope.  It means son of
virtue, or the youngest child of the family.  It is another name given to the moringa tree, whose scientific name is
Moringa oleifera, and belongs to the family Moringaceae. 

benaiga
It's an expression of surprise, like gee.  It is usually to liking or satisfaction.  It's an over-the-top way of saying "Well be
God and the Virgin."  It can also reflect scare or disgust and means For God's sake! .

benda
Surname of Czech composer and a violinist.  His name was Franz Benda.  Also means Strip, bilma.  In Italian it is a
noun that means band, bandage, patch, healing band-aid.

bendar
Bednar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sell" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to sell. It means
to cover the eyes with a cloth or something similar. It is also placing a bandage on a wound or a dislocation. Wrap, cover
or protect with a fabric usually of gaza a wound.

bendecile
It is an inflection of blessing.  It means devoting, recessed, exalt, praise, praise, praise.  Wish good luck and God's
protection.  God accompany him and protect him.  Congratulations, blessings.

bendiciones
Plural of blessing .  It means grace, mercy, gift favor, gift, offering, prosperity, happiness, joy, joy.  It can also mean
consecration, sanctification, invocation, impetration, request, request, sign, sign.  In Colombia it is also a common way
to say goodbye to another person (it is equivalent to good luck or God bless you). 

bendito
Who has received the blessing.  Blessed.  It can be used as a noun and adjective.  It is one of the participles of
benbdecir.  It means consecrated, sanctified, blessed, holy.  It can also mean innocent, naïve, good-natured, happy,
blissful. 

bendó
BENDO is a Hungarian male name. He bandaged it is an inflection of bandaging, means putting a bandage on a wound
or injury.

bendó
BENDO is a Hungarian male name. He bandaged it is an inflection of bandaging, means putting a bandage on a wound
or injury.

benebolente



The correct term is benevolent.  It means he's friendly, affable, friendly.  That work with goodwill, which is magnanimous,
forgiving, tolerant, merciful.

benedict
It is the English form of the name of Man Benedict.  Benedict in English.  The name is of Latin origin and means the one
who speaks well.  In chemistry is the name of a reagent consisting of cupric sulfate.  Sodium citrate, anhydrous sodium
carbonate and sodium hydroxide, which serve to alkalize the medium.  Laboratory test to detect reducing sugars.

benedicto
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means the one who speaks well, the well spoken.  Well-liked.  Name of 16 Popes of
the Catholic Church. 

beneficios
It is the plural of benefit.  It means profit, profit, advantage, profit, improvement, dividend.  It can also mean please help,
amparo, merced, concession, gift.

benemérita
It means that it is very good, did deserve it, that has great dignity.  Worthy, deserving, laudable, commendable,
commendable, dignified.  Very good merits.  Renowned for its quality.

bengala
It was the name of a vast region of India, located in the northeastern part of the subcontinent.  It is currently divided into
Bangladesh and the State of West Bengal of India.  It is the name of a Gulf over the Indian Ocean.  Name of a tiger,
endemic in the region.  A Bengal is also a light signal which can produce lights or spreading fumes of colors.  Fireworks
game that causes many burned.

beniano
It means that it is originally from Beni, which resides in Beni, which is a Department of Northern Bolivia.  It also means
related to Beni, which may refer to the Department of Beni in Bolivia or to the river of the same name in the same
country. 

beniará
beniara is incorrectly written and it should be written as Beniardá ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Beniardá.  It is the name of a Valencian municipality in the province of Alicante, Spain.

benidorm
Benidorm is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Benidorm; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Benidorm; own name ).  It is a Spanish town in Alicante.  It is known as the New York of the Mediterranean, it
is the Spanish city with most skyscrapers.

beninés
It means relative to Benin, Native of Benin .  Benin is the name of a country in central west Africa, whose capital is Porto
Novo (also known as Adjacé or Hogbonou).  It is also the name of a Gulf of West Africa over the Atlantic. 

benín



It is the name of an African country in West Africa.  Its capital is Porto Novo .  It is French-speaking and was a French
colony.  It was formerly called Dahomey.  Name of a gulf of Equatorial Africa (Atlantic Ocean).  Name of a river in
Nigeria. 

benjamín
It is a male name of Hebrew origin that means virtuous, correct.  Name given to the youngest child in a family.  Cuba. 
Name of a home tool.  The name of an electrical element that can be connected to a bulb rosette and serves as an
outlet. 

benjuí
Common name of a tree in the Styracaceae family.  It is the name of a natural balm that is extracted from the Styrax
benzoin tree, native to Southeast Asia.  It is a resin of medicinal uses.  It can also be called menjuí or sneer. 

benkoela
It is the name of an asteriode, dedicated to the city of Benkoelen, in Sumatra, which has also been called Bencoolen or
Bengkulu.

bennu
Bennu is also used.  It was the name of a mythological bird from Ancient Egypt.  It was associated with the floods of the
Nile River.  EWra equivalent to the Greek Phoenix.  It represented creation and renewal.  She was represented by a
heron.  Name of an asteroid (101955).  Name of a programming language used in video games. 

bentobicos
bentobicos is incorrectly written, and should be written as"benthic" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is benthic.
Means living in the benthos, in the seabed, abyssal. In Portuguese Bentobicos may be visitors to the chapel of San
Benito of Lisbon taking water from a pool that there exists and it is believed that the water is blessed ( São Bento-CU ).
Water not Bico Lisbon, São Bento. Bico in Portuguese is peak.

bentonicos
benthic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Benthic" being its meaning:<br>It means that inhabits or lives in
the benthos. An organism that lives on the seabed. Nether, who lives in the depths of the sea. Place where light doesn't
reach.

bentónico
It is a type of organism that lives at the bottom of the Sea (plant or animal).  Benthal, that is of the benthos.

benué
It is the name of a river in Nigeria, is the main tributary of the Niger River.  It is also the name of a State in the Republic
of Nigeria.

benvenuto
Benvenuto or Benvenutto, is a surname of Italian origin.  It means welcome, I appreciate your arrival.  Last name of a
university student born in Valencia, Venezuela, named Roberto Dario Benvenuto Brunetta. 

benzaldehído



It is an aromatic chemical compound.  It is the simplest aromatic aldehyde.  It consists of a ring of benzene with an
aldehyde substituent.  It is a colorless liquid with a slight almond odor.  The chemical formula for benzaldehyde is
C6H5CHO.  Used as a flavoring and as a industrial solvent.

benzodiazepina
It is the name of a psychotropic medicine that is used as a nervous, hypnotic and anticonvulsant sedative.  It can be
used under medical formulation to control insomnia, anxiety or epilepsy.   . 

benzol
In chemistry is a product which is obtained from the distillation of coal tar.  It is an aromatic hydrocarbon that is
unsaturated, liquid, volatile, colorless and anti-knock.  Used as a fuel and as a constituent element of synthetic products.
 It is also known under the name of benzene.

beodo
In Colombia, it is a colloquial way of calling a person who drinks or drinks very often.  Drinker, drunkard, alcoholic,
drunkard, pipero. 

beodo en acción
It means drunk built it.  It is an expression to indicate that someone who has switched to glasses, is suffering the effects
of drunkenness.  Drunk, peao, Myhotcomments, drunk, pigheadedness, Iris.

beowulf
It is the name of an epic Anglo-Saxon poem from the 8th century.  Name of several films and a miniseries based on that
epic poem.  Name of a high-performance computing cluster.  Name of the epic protagonist, nephew of the Gaute King
Hygelac and later king of Gautland.  The English word can be translated as leopard claw, wolf claw, ferocious claw or
hell claw.

beque
In Nautical, it is the spur of the bow, outer part of a boat, hull.  It's a way to call a urinal or urinal.  Meadero, bowl.

berbericia
It means dedicated to Adolf Berberich, named after Adolf Berberich, a German astronomer.  Name given to an asteroid (
776 ) . 

berbión
Front and rear stick a plough or a cart.  Beams.  Holes or holes in the carriage where the rods are inserted.

berbís
It is a surname of Canarian origin (Spanish).  This surname is also found in the Valencian Community.  Name of a dental
clinic in Castellón. 

bercianismo
Political movement that propende the restoration and autonomy of El Bierzo, Province of León, in Spain.  It has almost a
century of having emerged. 



bercianista
Follower or person who supports Bercianism, which is a movement that seeks the restoration of the Province of Bierzo
in Spain (success since 1822).  They have political representation today. 

berdascazo
berdascazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Verdascazo" as meaning:<br>Berdasco and verdasco are
especially Asturian and Spanish surnames.  I think that what they suggest is a Masterful blow in tennis or a triunfazo of
Fernando Verdasco Carmona, current No.  7 in the world in the ATP.  So it must be the right thing Verdascazo, for this
case.

berea
It was the name of a city in Asia Minor, which belonged to Macedonia.  It means water well, where water flows.

berecintia
It was the name given by the Romans to a flute that was played exclusively in the festivities dedicated to Cibeles.  The
exact name was "warm berecyntia".  He referred to Mount Berecinto de Frigia, where he was given a very special cult
and because of this he was also called Cibeles Berecintia.  Also Berecintio or Berecintia was an idol who took
processions through the fields, to ask for a good fruiting.

berenguela
In mineralogy, a stone similar to marble, of great transparency.  It is a feminine name, meaning the warrior's spear and
is of Germanic origin.  The name Berengaria is also used.  Name of Queen of Castile and Queen Consort of León (on 2
occasions).  She was the daughter of King Alfonso VIII and Queen Eleanor of Plantagenet.  Named after Queen of
Navarre, who was also Queen of England, Duchess of Normandy and Countess of Anjou.  She was the wife of Richard I
(Richard the Lionheart) and Queen consort.  Berenguela of Portugal : Name of Infanta of Portugal and Queen consort of
Denmark. 

berenice
It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means bringer of Victory, victorious, triumphant.  Name of an asteroid (53).  It
was initially named 1907 BK, by astronomers.  Named after a horror story by Edgar Allan Poe. 

berenjena
The Eggplant is a plant of the family Solanaceae.  Its scientific name is Solanum melongena.  Is a plant that has thorns
and is very pubescent, making it difficult to manipulate it.  The cultivation of Eggplant is called berenjenal and with this
word many times want to denote something very complicated, causing trouble, entanglements, entanglement, grinning.

berenjenal
It is a plantation or cultivation of Eggplant.  The Eggplant is a plant of the family Solanaceae and its fruit.  Its scientific
name is Solanum melongena.  In Colombia berenjenal is synonymous with difficulties, setbacks, obstacles, tangles,
trouble, problems.  Very problematic or dire situation.

berenjenas
It is the plural of Aubergine.  It is a plant of herbaceous type, with thorny stems and pubescent branches that produce
edible fruits.  Its scientific name is Solanum melongena and belongs to the Solanaceae family.  Its fruit is an oblong,
cylindrical Berry which can vary between 5 and 30 centimeters and purple externally with white meaty.  It has culinary
and medicinal uses.  It is recommended to consume it fried or lightly fried, to remove traces of solasonina which
contains naturally.



bereza
In botany, it is one of the common names given to plants of the genus Erica (family Ericaceae).  They are also
commonly called heather.  The most important are Erica arborea, Erica australis, Erica cinerea, Erica Vagans.  It is also
the common name of other plants of the Fabaceae family: Adenocarpus complicatus, which in addition to heather and
codeso, is called cambroño, broom and broom, and also, the plant Genista florida, which in addition to heather, is called
genista, broom, retamón, piorno.  There is also another plant called bereza, brecina, heather or biércol.  Its scientific
name is Calluna vulgaris and it is from the Ericaceae family. 

bergajazo
It can also be used with v.  In Colombia in colloquial language is a corpulent person and of great strength or power. 
Strong.  Blunt blow given with a shame (or bergajo) or whip. 

bergamasco
It means that it is natural from Bergamo (Italy), which comes from there.  Related to Bergamo, which lives in Bergamo. 
Puerde refer to both the city and the province, located in the Lombardy Region, in northern Italy. 

bergantina
Feminine of Brig.  It is a type of boat sailboat type.

bergantín
It is a type of sailing ship, which usually has two poles (wholesale and ratchet, have bowsprit and square sails.  They are
fast sailing ships.

bergmaniano
Concerning Bergman.  It may refer to the Swedish actress ( Ingrid Bergman ) or the Film and Theatre Director of the
same nationality ( Ingmar Bergman ). 

bergogliana
You mean about Bergoglio.  In the manner or shape of Bergoglio.  Bergoglio is the surname of Pope Francis, so
Bergogliana means in the manner of SS the current Pope.  Pope Francis.  As Francis does, he recommends, thinks or
advises. 

berija
In Colombia, leather bag.  It also means testiculo , ball , güeva . 

berijas
The correct term is wariness, with v .  Plural of verija .  It means lower belly, pubis.  In Colombia testicles, large testicles,
balls, balls (especially referred to the testicles of a pig, a bull or a horse).

berjan
In Colombia, Berjan is a surname. Originally from the former Yugoslavia, especially of 40 Sarajevo; Today Bosnia and
Herzegovina ).

berkeley
It is the name of a town and a University in the State of California, United States.  It is a surname of Irish origin.  George



Bekerley was a philosopher born in Dysert, Ireland.  It was Anglican bishop and Professor of Theology and languages.

berlanguiano
It means follower of Berlanga, Berlanga is a surname of Spanish origin.  They may be followers of the Spanish politician
and landowner Fidel García Berlanga, who became a deputy of the Court of Madrid and also in the Diputación de
Valencia where he was President.  It can also refer to the followers of the Spanish singer Carlos Jesús García-Berlanga
Manrique or the filmmaker Luis García Berlanga.  Another possibility is to be a fan of U.S. boxer Edgar Luis Berlanga Jr.
 It can also be a form of gentilicio of those born in Berlanga del Duero (more berlangés are used) or of Berlanga in
Badajoz (it is more used berlengueño).  Relating to Berlanga . 

berlinave
Name given in Colombia to luxury service buses at the transport company Berlinas del Fonce. 

berlín
Berlin is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Berlin; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
40 Berlin; own name ).  Capital of Germany.  In Polabian means no arable land, uninhabitable land.

berma
Margin of the sides or edges of a road or carriageway.  Banquina, banking. 

berma tu
berm your is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bermatu" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Bermatu.  It is a word in the Basque language which means guaranteed.  Reliable, safe, protected, guaranteed,
qualified.

bermejo
Means red, reddish blonde, bermejon, vermilion, Scarlet.

bernabe
Bernabe is incorrectly written and it should be written as Barnabas ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Barnabas ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Hebrew and Aramaic origin meaning son of prophecy, promised by
the Lord.  The name of one of the Apostles in Catholicism.

bernardina
bernardina is incorrectly written and it should be written as Bernardina ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Bernardina ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Germanic origin woman and wants to tell the bold.

bernardo
It is a male name of German origin and means skilful as the bear.  audacious.  Name of a former player of the Brazilian
national football team.  Its full name is Bernardo Fernández Silva .  He has a son of the same name ( Bernardo
Fernández Silva Junior).  Name of a Portuguese Footballer, whose full name is Bernardo Mota Veiga de Carvalho e
Silva . 

berraco
It means berreondo, handsome, strong, determined, brave, fierce, powerful in Colombia.



berrán
It means discomfort, disgust, disappointment, setback.  It also means lover of a prostitute.

berrear
It means crying outrageously.  Squeal, scream.  Call that makes the calf or calf.  Action of giving berridos .

berrendo
It's the name of a color on the fur of a res.  It means dark, dark color, without becomes black. 

berreta
It means tantrum, temper tantrum, caprice, folly and tantrum.  In Colombia we also say berrieta.

berretín
A person who makes temper tantrums, tantrums, tantrums, nonsense.

berriak
It is a word of the Basque language. It means new.

berrido
It means shrill cry.  Scream, scream, shriek, crying very loud.  It also defines a way to sing very off-key or very loud. 
Voice of some animals such as sheep or calf.

berrinche
It can mean very unpleasant, nauseating smell.  Also children's tantrum, tantrum.  Anger, courage. 

berrinchito
It is a diminutive of tantrum.  It means anger, tantrum, temper tantrum, rage, corajina, fury.   In Colombia, it also means
bad odor, odor.  It is also one of the common names given to aphids or mapuritos, insects that to defend himself issued
an unpleasant smell.

berrionda
Female berriondo.  In Colombia it means strong, brave, beautiful, berky, vigorous, resistant.

berriondo
It means handsome, strong, determined, brave, fierce, powerful in Colombia.

berroche
It is one of the indigenous musical rhythms of colombia's Cesar region.  It is found in the drum group, chandé and
guacherna.  They are typical airs very tropical. 

berta
It is a german woman's name that means illustrious woman, woman of brilliant personality.  Bertha variant.  Name of an
asteroid.  Hurricane name, which has been used 8 times. 



bertha
It is a german woman's name meaning illustrious woman, bright personality. 

bertha
It is a woman's name of German origin that means illustrious woman, of brilliant personality.  Name of an asteroid . 

berunte
Name of an alcoholic beverage made by hand.  Chirrinche, tapetusa.  Alcohol of illegal production. 

berza
It is the name of a variety of cabbage.  It is known as forage cabbage, open cabbage, mackerel cabbage or Galician
cabbage.  Its scientific name is Brassica oleracea var .  Viridis.  It is the surname of an Argentine football player, whose
full name is Marcelo Berza.  He played as a defender at the Jujuy Gymnastics and was nicknamed Papote.

bes
It is the name of an Egyptian God, who protected from snake bites.  He was depicted as a dwarf, bearded genius.  He
was also protective of pregnant women, homes, and children.  In his honour Ibiza, the island of the Spanish Balearic
Archipelago, is named after him which means Island of Bes, island where there are no snakes.  An ancient unit of weight
measurement, which was equivalent to half a pound or 8 ounces. 

besana
In Agronomy and/or Agriculture is the name of the first groove that is made when starting the plow of a terrain.  It is also
the name of the set of grooves parallel to the first in the plow.

besi
It is the name of a Dutch multinational specialized in semiconductor manufacturing.  Its full name is BE Semiconductor
Industries N . ?.

besides
It is a French word that means basidium (reproductive organ of the basidiomycetes fungi).

besito
It is a diminutive of kiss.  Kiss is the union of lips as a sign of affection, but short-lived.  Kiss, buz, shock, stop rubbing. 
Black Kiss is a candy in Colombia.

besso
It's an Italian surname.  Last name of a Swiss-Italian engineer friend of Albert Einsten.  His full name was Michele
Angelo Besso .

best dad
It's an English term that means a better father.

bestezuelas
Plural of bestezuela .  Bestezuela is diminutive and derogatory of beast.  Small animals .  Small monsters. 



besugos
Breislike plural .  They are fish that abound in the Western Mediterranean (Balearic Sea and Alborán Sea).  Its scientific
name is Pagellus bogaraveo and belongs to the family Sparidae.  They have flattened body and thorns in the caudal fin.

besuquear
In Colombia it means giving kisses continuously and intensely.  Most of the time it is taken as giving melown kisses and
resisted by the couple.

beta
Beta is the name of the second letter of the alphabet Greek, equivalent to the Spanish B.  Beta is also a reproductive
videos on cassette, which was called betamax (video player).  Beta is the name of some tropical fish ideal to keep in
aquariums.  They are also known as fighters of Siam and gouramis gouramis, they belong to the gourami family.  Its
scientific name is Betta splendens.  There are quite large and showy fins.  Beta is also the genus to which belong some
plants in the family Amaranthaceae, as for example the beet (Beta vulgaris).


